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ABSTRACT
The Potential Relationship Between the Traits Associated \ruith
I,eft Brain or Right Brain Dominant Tendencies and
the Characteristics of Leaders or Managers
ALEX KETO
December 28,2010
Non-thesis (ML 597) Project
The debate over whether the characteristics of leadership and management are unique
characteristics or whether they ars one-in-the-same characteristics continues today. In
the pasto traditionally, the best managers within a company were promoted to roles of
leadership and many times these new leaders failed. There is growing support for the
concept that the characteristics of highly effective leaders and managers are unique. A
review of these characteristics reveals a potential relationship between the characteristics
of exceptional managers and the traits that have been associated with left brain dominant
tendencies. The characteristics of exce,ptional leaders relate to the haits that have been
associated with right brain dominant tendencies. A research shrdy was conducted to
determine if there is a relationship between the traits of right brain or Ieft brain dominant
te,lrdencies and the job functions of leader or manager. The results of the study did not
offer strong support of the hypothesis. However, with further examination of the data
there was a slight indication that there could be a correlation between the manager
function and left brain dominant tendencies and the leader function and right brain
dominant tendencies, which suggests that additional research is this area merits further
pursuit.
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Introduction
In American business during the 20th century it was common to have the best managers
within a company promoted to the position of executive or leader. In the literature that
was written the terms "leader" and "manager" or "leadership" and "management" were
often used interchangeably, suggesting that they meant the same thing. In most cases
leadership was a characteristic of a good manager.
Beginning in the 1990's it was becoming apparent that we needed to identifu some
differences between management and leadership. The best managers were not always the
best leaders. Literature began to reflect the opinion that leadership and management are
unique roles with different characteristics. Leaders and managers are two distinct roles
within the organization. Executive tests were established to determine the likelihood of a
manager to succeed in their new role as an executive or leader. Many distinctions were
drawn between the characteristics of leader versus manager roles. The primary focus of
managers was the day to day operation of the company, a very tactical role. On the other
hand, the primary focus of leaders was on longer term vision, innovation, motivation and
creativity with a more strategic role within the company. Companies continue to look for
better ways to identify candidates for management and leadership roles.
In the 1960's Roger Sperry conducted studies on the split brain, demonstrating that the
right and left hemispheres of the brain have specialized tasks. The left side of the brain
was considered to specialize in more analyical and verbal tasks while the right side of
the brain was found to be better at space perception, music, making a map and giving
directions. Since those studies were conducted, the list of characteristics associated with
each side of the brain has been expanded dramatically.
The concept of right brain and left brain specialization has increasingly been questioned
by scholars, especially from the field of psychology. The characteristics associated with
this specialization and the terminology of right and left brain specialization continue to be
referenced in literature and on the Internet.
Continuing to review the current literature and drawing from his extensive experience in
the field of business, it became apparent to the author that there seemed to be a
correlation between the traits of effective leaders and the characteristics that had been
assigned to right brain dominance. The traits of effective managers seemed to align with
the characteristics assigned to left brain dominance.
In 1989 Dr. Loren D. Crane, a professor at Western Michigan University developed the
Alert Scale of Cognitive Style, which is a testing device that could be used to determine
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which side of brain (left or right hemisphere) was more dominant for each respondent.
The quiz can be found on page 35 &.36 in the Appendix.
The research presented in this paper is patterned after a qruiz that was used to assess
teachers by Diane Connell, EdD of the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Her
assumption or hypothesis was that by taking this test, teachers would be able to identify
the hemispheric brain tendencies of both the teacher and the student. Based on those
results the teacher would be able to adjust their teaching style and methods to reflect that
their students would tend to have a dominance in either right or left brain, or some range
in between the two.
The research discussed in this paper is based on the proposition that there could be a
correlation between the traits of leaders versus managers and the characteristics that are
attributed to right brain or left brain dominance. It is hypothesized that the characteristics
of right brain dominance could lead to more and better leadership skills and that left brain
dominance could lead to more and better management skills. Although it is apparent that
effective managers and leaders should be middle or whole brain oriented, using both
sides of the brain in order to accomplish their work, it can be argued that the most
effective model would be an overlap of the right or left brain dominance with leaders
skewing more toward right brain dominance and managers more toward left brain
dominance. An example of this might be the attribute of creativity. Both effective
managers and leaders need some degree of creativity in order to succeed in their roles,
however it could be contended that in their typical role, managers do not need to be
creative while leaders need to be more creative. On the other hand, managers need more
detail orientation and task orientation, while a leader's focus should be more broad,
futuristic in nature.
Literature Review
In the review of traditional literature related to management and leadership conducted by
the author, the literature reveals that early literature did not draw a distinction between
managers or management and leaders or leadership. The two functions were
indistinguishable or interchangeable. Typically good leadership was viewed as an
attribute of an effective manager. Effective managers were promoted to positions of
leadership. Increasingly, researchers, observers and authors have pointed out the
distinction between the characteristics and traits of the two roles. Literature has begun to
separate the two roles and their characteristics or traits that are required for effective
management or leadership of an organization.
The review of literature related to this study focuses on the key differences between the
traits and characteristics that are unique to each role or function. The key topics reviewed
in the literature are the unique characteristics and traits of leaders or managers and the
particular or exclusive traits that have been associated with left or right brain dominant
tendencies.
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Overlapping Characteristics of Effective Management and Leadership
Originally the literature that has been published did not draw a distinction between the
traits of effective managers and leaders. Instead, it was proposed that leadership was a
skill or trait that is found in certain but not all managers. It was questioned whether or
not leadership could be learned. (Kouzes, 1969) It is hard to dispute that effective leaders
need the many traits, attributes and characteristics of good management or that effective
managers need to utilize the traits, attributes or characteristics of good leadership in their
role. However, in the last half of the 20th century more literature began to be published
that proposed key differences between the roles of leader and manager or leadership and
management.
Unique Traits and Characteristics of Managers and Leaders
There are a growing number of authors who draw absolute distinctions between the two
roles of leadership and management by creating lists of the characteristics of managers
versus leaders. Appendices A, D and E demonstrate how Bennis (1989), Covey (2004)
and Kotter (1999) differentiate between Leaders and Managers. Management is defined
as an objective role with a primary responsibility for tactics of the company. Key
characteristics and traits that relate to the role of management include rational thinking,
problem solving, analytical ability, structural orientation, deliberation, authority, working
with things, methodology, deductive reasoning, static orientation, factual orientation,
providing answers, tactics, short term timeframes, common sense and control.
Leadership is defined as a subjective role with a primary focus on the strategy of the
company. The role of leadership is characterized by key attributes and characteristics
including soul, vision, creativity, flexibility, inspiration, innovation, imagination,
independence, an orientation toward people, purpose, inductive reasoning, a dynamic
personality, idea generation, asking questions, strategic, long term orientation,
imagination and motivation.
There are authors, including Peter Drucker (1974,1998), who propose that separating the
functions of management and leadership is nonsense. The two roles are one and the
sarne. Drucker has stated that the job of managers is to give direction, provide leadership
and direction and decide how to use the resources of the company to reach its goals.
Leadership is a function or task for the manager. Both roles belong in the same person
and should not be divided.
Other authors like John Gardner (1990), James Kouzee and Barry Posner (1995),
Abraham Zaleznrk (1977), Richard Pascale (1996), George Weathersby (1 999), John
Mariotti (1998), Tom Peters (1994) and Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1989) hint atthe
differences between managers and leaders. However, they do not draw the distinctions
that are made by the authors mentioned previously.
In the purest sense of their work, a manager's role is defined by primarily day to day
activity or work. It is the manager's role to work with things and numbers. The role of
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manager is tactical. It is the leader's role to deal with people, ideas and concepts. It is the
leader's role to be strategically oriented, building consensus within the company,
inspiring others to meet or exceed the goals of the company. Obviously in the real world
there is an overlap between these functions. However, hypothetically the best leaders
whose primary responsibility is the long term success of the company and the best
managers whose primary role is the day to day operation of the company will need or use
different traits, attributes and characteristics to effectively accomplish their goals.
Effective leaders have to be good managers. Effective managers who hope to progress or
move up within the company need to exhibit good leadership traits. Therefore there is
an overlap that must occur between these two sets of traits. This overlap could be
extensive; however at the extremes of both roles there are attributes, characteristics and
traits that are unique to each function. The burning question is how strategically, long
term or creative oriented should be the role of a manager? How tactical, day to day or
detail oriented should be the role of the highly effective leader?
A leader needs to be both methodical and detail oriented and yet creative if he or she is to
get things done and move the company ahead. Creative ideas and solutions need to
emerge and an effective leader will know how to create prototypes and ultimately
institutionalize the idea or product or solution. (Adams, 2001; Campbell, 1977;
Senge, l 990)
Companies are utilizing various types of cognitive style and other inventories to
determine the effectiveness of their future managers or leaders. The company in this
study utilizes two primary tests to determine leadership traits or qualities of candidates
for a role in leadership within the company: Batrus-Hollweg and the Hay Group. The
Batrus-Hollweg test is used as a screening device to determine the competency of the
candidate for supervision or management and leadership within the company. The
foundational core values and job level competencies are very similar but they are
different for each role. Both functions include the core values of teamwork, results
orientation, integrity and passion for service but the behaviors under each core value is
slightly different. Job level competencies vary more significantly between the two roles
or functions. Supervisors or managers competencies include problem-solving; managing
performance; staffing and development; planning, organizingand executing; and self
management. Leadership competencies include managing relationships; decision making
and risk taking; communication of expectations and managing performance; staffing and
development; and corlmunication and listening.
The Hay Group survey is a continuing development tool that is taken by the team
members of a leader within the company. The survey determines the similarities or
differences between the perception of the leader and his or her team members for
numerous attributes including recognition, teamwork and other key attributes. Although
very helpful in determining the potential and actual effectiveness of the leader in
relationship to his or her team, the study does not relate potential attributes of the
candidate to the responsibilities or position of manager or leader.
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The company that was used for this survey considers many core values and job level
competencies to be the same for supervisors or managers and for executive leaders.
Teamwork, results orientation, integrity and passion for service are considered core
values for both roles. However, there are subtle differences within each of these core
values. The role of the supervisor is more tactical and the leader's role is more
strategically oriented. The focus of the supervisor is on day to day operations while the
leader's role is horizon or long term oriented.
Traits Associated with Right Brain or Left Brain Dominant Tendencies
In 1968, Dr' Roger Sperry published his study regarding hemispheric latera\zation or the
concept that there are two separately functioning hemispheres of the brain: The left brain
which learns in a conscious, logical, methodical way and the right brain which learns in a
subconscious, creative intuitive way.
According to Sperry, the right brain has often been associated with responsibility for
creativity and emotion. Other right brain functions typically include:
. the use of feeling . exploration of ideas/possibilities
. big picture orientation o solution orientation
r imagination . intuitive
. symbols and images . holistic
o present and future . uncomfortable with
o philosophy and religion structure/systems
. spatial perception . people oriented vs. task oriented
r risk taking . qualitative
. Non-linear insight/intuition r subjective
o divergent thinking o emotional
According to Sperry, the left brain is associated with logic, analysis and spatial reasoning.
Typically left brain functions also include:
I detail orientation . direct statements
o fact based o structure/systems
o words and language e task orientation vs. people
o present and past orientation orientation
. math and science . quantitative
e order . objective
r reality based thinking o intellectual
o strategies r realistic
o practicality o conservative
. linear or sequential . discriminative
e convergent thinking . closed questions
. exploration of facts/figures . prefer analysis/introspectionI problem orientation . structured workplace
. rational . works best in isolation
. analytical
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. flamboyant
. impatient with detail
t integrative
. preference for fantasy
following characteristics which are attributed to the left
. linear or sequential thinking and .
problem solving .
. convergent thinking, exploration .
of facts or figures .
. problem orientation .
. rational and analytical thinking r
r direct statements .
. structure and systems r
. tasks vs. people o
. quantitative
. open 
-ended questions
o informal workplace
. team member lplayer.
in her book entitled The Left and Rieht Brain BusinessJean Roberts, (2009), lists the
brain:
objective
intellectual
realistic
conservative
detail orientation
past oriented
discriminative
fact based
use of closed questions
According to Roberts, this is in contrast to the characteristics that are attributed to the
right brain:
. non-linear insight or intuition r subjective
. divergent thinking . emotional
e exploration of ideas and . imaginative
possibilities r flamboyant
. solution oriented . impatient with detail
r intuitive and holistic o future oriented
. freewheeling language . integrative
. structure and systems I preference for fantasy
o people vs. task orientation r use of open ended questions
I qualitative
In an article entitled "Left Brain/Right Brain, Pathways to Reach Every Learner" (2002)
which is displayed on the Scholastic Instructor website, author Carol Philips, EdD., an
associate professor of education at the Harvard Graduate School of Education describes
the left hemisphere brain functions:
o monitoring of our sequential and . specializes in words, logic,
ongoing behavior analyical thinking, reading, and
o awareness of time writing
o sequence, details and order . responsible for boundaries and
. our auditory receptive and verbal knowing right from wrong
expressive strengths . knows and respects rules and
deadlines
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Right-hemisphere brain functions :
. alert us to novelty
. tells us when someone is lying or
making a j oke
. specializes in understanding the
whole picture, music, art, visual-
spatial and/or visual-motor
activities
helps us form mental images
when we read and/or converse
responsible for intuitive and
emotional responses
helps us to form and maintain
relationship
a
a
a
Debunking the Theory of Right Brain or Left Brain Dominant Traits
In 1987, Michael Gazzaniga, who had worked with Roger Sperry, while attending the
California Institute of Technology wrote a book, The Social Brain: Discovering the
Networks of the Mind. In the book he tries to dispel the misconceptions and
generalizations that have been established regarding the lateralization of the brain or the
concept of right brain and left brain dominance. Gazzaniga believes that all of the
characteristics that have been designated to either the right or left brain are not valid
based on further research. However, he believes that different parts of the brain control
these characteristics and he suggests that the terminology "differing circuits" would be a
better definition than right brain or left brain dominance.
In 1987, Terence Hines published an article entitled "Lert Brain/Right Brain Mythology".
In the article he suggests that there is no difference between the right and left brain and
that it actually is all "hemispheric mythology". He asserts that both the right and left brain
hemispheres are involved all the time and that attempting to strengthen the right brain
hemisphere does not improve creativity.
The late 1990's, literature began to reflect that the theories of right brain or left brain
dominance and the traits that were associated with each were not scientifically validated.
This concept was considered over-simplified and over-generalized. In response to this
criticism, Dr. Loren Crane developed The Alert Scale of Cognitive Style in 1989, which
is still in common usage today and accessible on the Internet. There are various sources
where a respondent can be tested and/or can self test to determine their hemispheric
dominance. Although the academic and scientific research has raised major questions
about hemispheric dominance and offered evidence to question whether the brain
hemispheres are responsible for a person's personahty, there are still those who contend
that these differences exist and contribute to creative and logical thinking.
The Use of Both Sides of Our Brain by Leaders
In 2008, it was proposed by Dr. Mary Lou Decosterd that in order to be an outstanding
leader a person must utilize both sides of their brain to more effectively handle all
situations and challenges that leaders may face. She supports the findings of Roger
Sperry that the brain has two distinct hemispheres and that each hemisphere has different
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functions. The left side of the brain is proposed to be more logical, practical and
realistic. The right side of the brain is more reflective, intuitive and emotional. Dr.
Decosterd's research provides support to empirically test this hypothesis using the work
of Connell, Phillips and Crane.
The Research Study:
Degree of Relationship between Leadership and Right Brain Dominant
Tendencies and Management and Left Brain Dominant Traits
It was determined that a research study would be conducted to define the potential
relationship between the traits associated with left or right brain dominant tendencies
with the characteristics found in leaders or managers within the company. The Alert
Scale of Cognitive Style, a qriz developed by Dr. Loren D. Crane from Western
Michigan University in 1989, was utilized by Diane Connell, EdD in the field of
education. Diane Connell provided the test so that educators and students could
determine their right, whole or left brain dominant tendencies. The educators and
students would then have the ability to develop ways to compensate for their dominant
versus non-dominant tendencies and to improve the teaching and learning methods that
might be best for each.
Research Study Definitions
Leader
In the research study that was conducted in conjunction with this paper, leadership was
defined by the job function or the title of the person or respondent including: Area
Director, Director, Executive Director and Vice-President. These functions are
considered middle to upper management in the company and these positions are primarily
responsible for the strategy of the organization. These positions are supervisory with a
minimum of six (6) or more direct reports including the general managers or training
general managers (below). These positions supervise a minimum of $ 10 million of
company income. The company used in the research utilizes a Job Level Competencies
Summary of Behaviors, which is determined by a test that is provided to the company by
Batrus Hollweg International. The Job Level Competencies Summary of Behavior for
Executives includes leadership, managing relationships, decision making, risk taking,
communication of expectations, managing performance, staffing, personnel development,
communication and listening.
Manager
Management was determined by the job function or the title of the person or respondent
including: General Manager or Training General Manager. The function of these jobs is
primarily tactical, day to day operations of a restaurant that does an average of over $2
million in sales and employs over forty (40) people in fulltime or part-time hourly
positions. The Job Level Competencies Summary of Behavior for Supervisors/People
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Manager includes leadership, problem solving, decision making, managing performance,
staffing, personnel development, planning, organizing, executing and self management.
Right Brain Dominant Traits and Left Brain Dominant Traits
In 1981 Roger W. Sperry was awarded the Nobel Prize for his work in the "functional
specialization of the cerebral hemispheres". It was his theory that the two hemispheres
are each highly specialized. In 1997 Jean Roberts wrote a book entitled The Ireft and
Right Brain Business. In Roberts book there are lists of the characteristics that were
attributed to the left and the right hemispheres of the brain. Although these
characteristics/traits have never been proven within the scientific community or in
psychological study, this list and other similar lists have been used to define the traits that
have been associated with left brain or right brain dominant tendencies. The lists are
included in the appendix.
Research Study Execution
Utilizing this same quiz, a limited independent research study was conducted within the
company of the author. The research proposal was reviewed by the Augsburg
Institutional Review Board and given an approval as # 2006-32-2. People with the titles
of General Manager, Training General Manager (which are typically highly successful
managers who have been identified as potential future leaders), Area Director (the next
step beyond General Manager or Training General Manager, this function will typically
lead a group of six General Managers and/or Training General Managers), Director (of
various departments), Executive Director, Vice-President and other executive
level/position were included as participants in the survey. Respondents were asked to
complete a short demographic survey, which included age, gender, tenure, education
background and present position. (A copy of the survey is included in the Appendix,
page 41). The respondents were then asked to complete the Alert Scale of Cognitive
Style testing device.
The study was conducted within a Midwestern region of a large international publicly
held casual dining restaurant chain. The company and the region employ a large number
of management and leadership level employees. The number of total management and
leadership level employees within the region were able to support a small sample for the
research study.
An annual meeting is held within the region. All management and leadership level
employees are required to attend the meeting. It was determined that this meeting could
provide an excellent level of distribution of the survey to the appropriate number of both
manager and leader level employees of the company.
A total of sixty-eight (68) surveys were distributed by hand to General Managers,
Training Managers, Area Directors, Human Resource Directors, Directors of Operations
and a Regional Vice President at an annual corporate meeting that was held by the
company.
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Fifty (50) surveys were distributed to the General Mangers and Training Mangers at the
meeting, which was 1 00% of the people with those titles and the role of
manageilmanagement within the company, attending the regional meeting. Eighteen (18)
surveys were distributed by hand to Area Directors, Directors of Operation, Other Senior
Managers and Directors of the Company and one Region Vice President of the company,
which was 100 percent of the people with those titles and the role of leader or leadership
within the company. All attendees of the meeting were given the Consent Form,
Demographic Study and the Alert Scale of Cognitive Style test form. Respondents were
told to take the test and forward the results of the test to the researcher via interoffice
mail, fax or in person.
A total of twenty-eight (28) completed surveys of the sixty-eight (68) surveys distributed
at the meeting were returned to the author or a return rate of 4l percent of the total
surveys distributed. Eight (8) of the surveys or a total of 44 percent of the surveys
distributed to this subgroup were completed by respondents with the title of Area
Director, Director of Operations or Senior Field Marketing Manager, which for the
purpose of this study were defined as respondents with a role within the company that
could be defined as leadership. Twenty (20) of the surveys or a total of 40 percent of
the surveys distributed to this subgroup were returned by respondents with the title of
Training Manager or General Manager, which for the purpose of this study were defined
as respondents with the role that could be defined management.
The results of this test were calculated and correlated to the position of the person in
order to prove or disprove the hypothesis.
Results
Two (2) of the respondents in the leader subset or 22 percent of that subset scored at the
5-8 range in the test and therefore could be considered moderate left brain dominant. The
remaining six (6) respondents in the leader subset or 78 percent of the subset scored in
the 9-13 range or could be considered middle brain dominant. Initially this suggests that
leaders in this group do not have a stronger tendency toward right brain orientation.
Six (6) of the respondents in the manager subset or 30 percent of that subset scored in the
5-8 range or moderate left brain dominance. Twelve (12) of the manager respondents or
60 percent of the subset scored in the 9-13 range or middle brain dominant and two (2) of
the managff respondents or l0 percent of this subset scored in the 14-16 range or
moderately right brain dominant. It is interesting to note that the highest scoring "right
brain" respondents were managers and not in the leader category.
No managers or leaders scored in the 0-4 range or strong left brain dominance and no
manager or leaders scored in the 17-21 range or strong right brain dominance. See Table
1.
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Leaders Managers
0-4 Strong Left Brain 0 0
5-8 Moderate Left Brain 2 6
9- 13 Middle Brain 6 12
14-16 Moderate Right Brain 0 2
l7 -Zl Strong Right Brain 0 0
Total 8 20
Table 1: Results of the Alert Scale of Cognitive Style Testing
(Numher of LeaderslManagers who scored in each category of the test)
In order to further examine the data and test the hypothesis, further analysis was done on
those who scored in the "Middle" of the test as is seen in Table 2. The scores allowed me
to look more closely at those who scored between 9 and 13. Eighteen (18) of the total of
twenty-eight (28) respondents or 66 percent of all respondents scored in the 9- 1 3 range.
It was found that within this range leader respondents scored higher in the middle to right
brain dominance and managers scored much more to the middle or left brain dominance.
See Table 2.
Table 2: Breakdown of the Middle Brain (9-13) Category
(Number of LeadersflVlanagers who scored within each
sub-category of the Middle Brain Scale of 9-13)
Future Implications of the Study
Although the results of the study did not strongly support the hypothesis for the study, the
majority of people who were surveyed scored in the middle brain dominant category
with a score of 9-13 on the cognitive scale. Further dissection of the middle dominant
brain tendencies provided additional insight that there could be a relationship between the
role of manager and left brain dominant tendencies and role of leader and right brain
dominant tendencies. People with the role of manager tended to score in the lower 9-10
range, which demonstrates more left brain orientation. People with the role of leader
tended to score in the higher 11-13 range, which is more right brain oriented.
Initial analysis supports Drucker's (1998) thesis that both leaders and managers need to
be middle brain thinkers. Drucker believes that the two functions are related to effective
management and leadership. Our research shows that, indeed, these "middle range"
functions belong to most of our respondents and should not be divided arbitrarily.
1l
Left Brain (9- l0) Middle Brain (11) Right Brain (12-13)
Leaders 1 2 J
Managers 7 3 2
Total I 5 5
Augsburg Gollege Ubrary
Further analysis of the middle brain dominance data may support James Kouze and Barry
Posner ( 1995) who believed leaders and managers demonstrate both right and left brain
dominant traits but may have slightly different strengths. They claim that the differences
between leadership and management can be found in the root meaning of the words lead
and manage.
The data may also support the idea that the company used in this study may attract and
place people in the positions of manager or leader, who have a balance of right brain or
left brain capacities. An interesting question to pursue might be whether companies with
different products and functions seek and keep different types of managers and leaders.
Would it differ at a company or business that must be more or less innovative or creative?
Therefore, it is recofilmended that a similar but more extensive research study should be
conducted that focuses on the unique traits, characteristics and attributes that can be
associated with management or leadership. Based on the findings from the study a
descriptive research design utilizing an observational study of highly qualified or
successful manager(s) or leader(s) might be recommended which would provide more
insight into the hypothesis of the theories and authors that have been cited in this paper.
A correlational or more complex study might be used to compare and contrast the
attributes of right or left brain dominant traits with the competencies of leadership or
management. A further study could be designed and executed that had respondents rate
and rank each of the right brain and left brain dominant characteristics with the role of an
effective leader or manager. In an even more complex study, one could observe leaders
and managers at work and interview them in depth in a more qualitative exploration of
these very complicated relationships.
It is also quite likely that the attributes that have been identified related to right and left
brain might be misleading or mislabeled. For the purposes of fuither research it is
recommended that these titles be revised to Leader or Manager Dominant Characteristics.
Summary
Although the results of the limited research study were primarily inconclusive as shown
in Table l, it is suggested that a very slight positive correlation exists between the
characteristics associated with the role of manager and the traits associated with left brain
dominant tendencies as shown in breakdown of the middle brain responses (scores of 9-
13) in Table 2. It is also suggested that a positive correlation exists between the
characteristics associated with the pure role of leader and the traits associated with right
brain dominant tendencies in Table 2. The research could also support the theory that all
managers and leaders probably need to and tend to use both of the two distinct
hemispheres of the brain. Many of the characteristics of highly effective managers and
leaders might overlap. However, in the purest, most polarized sense of these two roles,
the researcher suggests that the characteristics that differentiate exceptional perfonnance
in these two roles are the key characteristics that are associated with right or left brain
dominant tendencies.
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It is also proposed that since the attributes of right brain and left brain have been deemed
to be unscientific and misinterpreted by the scientific and academic communities, the
terms right brain tendencies and left brain tendencies might be better characterized as
Leader Dominant Tendencies and Manager Dominant Tendencies. Since there are many
tests on attitude and behavior related to the field of leadership and management it is
fuither proposed that new studies be undertaken to clearly define the attributes and
characteristics that are associated with the Leader (or right) Brain Tendencies and the
Manager (or Ieft) Brain Tendencies. A new testing device could be developed that would
determine the more dominant hemisphere for the respondent and their likelihood to be
better suited to the role of manager or leader.
l3
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Appendix A: Kotter
John Kotter details the differences between leadership and management as follows:
Leadership: Management:
Coping with change Coping with complexity
Setting a direction Planning and budgeting
Aligning people Organizing and staffing
Motivating and inspiring Controlling and problem solving
Appendix B: Decosterd
Mary Lou Decosterd in her book: RIGHT B /LEFT BRAIN ERSHIP.
Shiftins Stvle for Maximum Impact draws distinctions between right brain oriented
leadership and left brain oriented leadership:
A Leader's Actions: Right Brain/Left Brain Behaviors and Traits
Risht Brain Leadershin: Leader' s Line of SITE
Strategic
r Intuitive
. Thoughtful
r Insightful
. Anticipatory
t Shrewd
fnnovative
. Pioneering
I Risk-Taking
e Playful
t Creative
o Novelty-Seeking
o Big Picture Oriented
. Global
. Holistic
. Theoretical
. Conceptual
o Imaginative
. Experimental
. Curious
. Spontaneous
. Unconventional
t7
Left Brg.in Leadership: The MEGA Mind
Transformational
o Opening to Learning
. Assimilative
. Attuned
. Ambiguity-allowing
. Facilitative
Engaging
r Inquisitive
. Listening
t Respectful
. Responsive
. Inclusive
Methodical
r Task oriented
. Detail oriented
t Organized
. Effective
o Focused
Expressive
o Prepared
. Articulate
o Coherent
. Concise
. Erudite
Grounded
. Composed
. Opportunity-conscious
. Insremental
r Adaptive
. Mentoring
r Alignment-driven
. Collaborative
. Empathetic
r Empowering
. Charismatic
o Motivational
r Procedural
. Sequential
r Logical
. Analytical
r Factual
. Presentable
I Passionate
. Personable
. Persuasive
. Interesting
a
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Approachable
The Plus Factors Plus Factors are right- and left-brain enhancing...)
. Genuine
. Pragmatic
. Cautious
. Questioning
Assertive
. Purposeful
. Confident
. Tenacious
e Driven
. Delegating
Resilient
. Positive
o Emotionally sound
. Clear thinking
. Tolerant
o Flexible
Sa..t y
. Astute
. Subtle
o Diplomatic
. Promotive
. Timely
. Stable
. Loyal
. Established
o Trustworthy
o Decisive
o Courageous
o Candid
o Confrontational
o Closure-Seeking
. Spiritual
I Physically Fit
I Fulfilled
. Relaxed
r Environmental
e Culturally oriented
o Networking
r Assimilating
o Coalition-building
. Visible
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Appendix C: Capowski's Anatomy of a Leader
In her article "Anatomy of a Leader: Where are the Leaders of Tomorrow?" Genevieve
Capowski lists the following qualities that differentiate leaders and managers:
LEADER QUALITIES
SOUL
. Visionary
o Passionate
. Creative
. Flexible
. Inspiring
. Innovative
MANAGER QUALITIES
MIND
. Rational
I Consulting
. Persistent
e Problem solving
. Tough-minded
o Analytical
Inductive
Tentative
Dynamic
Understanding
Ideas
Broad
Deep
Experiential
Active
Questions
Capowski, Genevieve; "Anatomy of a Leader: Where Are the Leaders of Tomorrow?";
Management Review, March 1994; pl?
Appendix D: Bennis On Leaders and Managers
Warren Bennis tn On Becoming a Leader suggests the leaders and managers have the
fo llowing different characteristic s or traits :
Leaders Managers
. Courageous
. Imaginative
. Experimental
. Initiates change
. Personal Power
. Structured
. Deliberate
. Authoritative
. Stabilizing
I Position power
Deductive
Firm
Static
Memorizing
Facts
Narrow
Surface
Rote
Reactive/passive
Answers
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Process
Strategy
Alternatives
Exploration
Discovery
Initiative
Whole brain
Life
Long-term
Change
Content
Flexible
Risk
Synthesis
Open
Imagination
(Bennis, p. a5-a6)
Content
Tactics
Goal
Prediction
Dogma
Direction
Left brain
Job
Short-term
Stability
Form
Rigid
Rules
Thesis
Closed
Common sense
Appendix E: Covey on Leadership and Management
In the book, The 8'h Habit, Stephen Covey, the author distinguishes between leadership
and management as follows:
Leadership Management
People Things
Spontaneity, serendipity Structure
Release, empowerment Control
Effectiveness Efficiency
Programmer Program
Investment Expenses
Principles Techniques
Transformation Transaction
Principle-centered power Utility
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Discernment
Doing the right things
Direction
Top Line
Purposes
Principles
On the systems
"Is the ladder against the right wall?"
(Covey, p. 364)
Measurement
Doing things right
Speed
Bottom line
Methods
Practices
In the systems
Climbing the ladder fast
Appendix F: Steven-Smith on Left Brain and Right Brain Characteristics
In her original scientific paper, "PROFILES OF DOMINANCE IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION", author Deborah Stevens-Smith lists left brain and right brain dominant
characteristics:
Table 2. Brain dominance characteristics
Left Brain Characteristics
. Logic hemisphere . Follows directions specifically
r Deals mainly with detail r Good at computations
. Logical in thoughts e Checkbook balanced
. Likes routines, files, sequences, . Very organized
details e Note-takers and list-makers
. Steps in A-B-C ll-2-3 order . On-time
. Predictable . High verbal skills
22
a Studies in a formal setting with bright lights and
limited distractions
Example: When watching a football game, the left-brain
dominant may watch a receiver going out for a pass, but
miss the fact that someone else scored a touchdown!
Right Brain Characteristics
o Gestalt hemisphere . Spontaneous
r Deals with the big picture o study anywhere
. Less sense of time . Talks using their hands
. Emotional o Problem-solves out loud
. Good intuition . Great with faces
. Visionary . Guess with the checkbook
e Develops grand ideas . Operates from piles, not files
e Good humor
Example: When watching a football game, they may
see that a touchdown has been scored, but cannot tell
you what position was used to score.
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Appendix G: Iacocca on Leadership Qualities
Lee lacocca's "Nine C's of Leadership " from Where Have All the Gone?:
Curiosity Creative Communicate
Character Courage Conviction
Charisma Competent Common Sense
Appendix H: Za,leznik on Differences of Leaders and Managers
In an article published in I 977 by Abraham Zaleznlk entitled "Managers and Leaders:
Are they Different?" the author argues that management and leadership are two different
functions:
Managers
. Take an impersonal, passive outlook
. Goals arise out of necessities, not desires
. Negotiate and coerce. Balance opposing views
. Design compromises. Limit choices.
r Avoid risk
t Prefer working with people, but maintain minimal emotional involvement
. Lack empathy
t Focus on process (eg: how decisions are made rather than what decisions to
make)
. Communicate by sending ambiguous signals. Subordinates perceive them as
inscrutable, detached, manipulative
. Organization accumulates bureaucracy and political intrigue
24
Leaders
a
a
t
a
a
a
I
t
a
!
a
Take a personal, active outlook.
Shape rather than respond to ideas.
Alter moods and evoke images, expectations
Change how people think about what's desirable and possihle.
Set company direction.
Develop fresh approaches to problems
Increase options. Turn ideas into exciting images.
Seek risk when opportunities appear promising'
Attracted to ideas. Relate to others directly, intuitively, empathetically.
Focus on substance of events and decisions, including their meaning for
participants.
Subordinates describe them with emotionally rich adjectives eg: love, hate.
Relations appear turbulent, intense, disorganized. Yet motivation intensifies and
unanticipated outcomes proliferate.
Comes from struggles to profoundly alter human and economic relationships.
Feels separate from the organization.
a
a
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14. Lay Summary
It is my hypothesis that persons presenfly in leadership positions will be more likely to score higher on
right brain tendencies suggesting greater creativity which is posited to be valuable for leadership as
compared to man4gement focus on operations and details. A competing hypothesis is that persons in
leadership positions will exhibit scores which reveal that they have a more balanced cognitive style which
includes both right and left brain tendencies. My research represents an attempt to shed light on whether
the distinction between leaders and managers manifests itself in cognrtive style tendencies. In my
literature reviedreadings I have found many instnrments to measure cognitive styles inctuding Myers-
Briggs, Batrus, DiSC and Kolb Personality Traits Inventory. However, I believe that the of traits
associated with right brain and left brain dominant tendencies provides an opportunity to test whether this
distinction is associated udth persons who occupy ditrering leadership and management firnctions in an
actual corporation.. This research study will measure and then calculate whether cognitive traie associated
with right and left brain preferences are associated with the leader and manager title or role of the
individual participants ufoo actually occupy positions along a continrrum moving from more managerial
positions to leadership roles. In my conclusion, I will discnss whether these kinds of tests might b;
predictive of potential for success as leaders and leadership and managers and maqagement.
Individuals within our region at Applebee's International (where I currently am employed), uiho have been
identified along a continuum of leadership @istrict Manager, Director, Executive Director, Vice President
level and above) to management (General Manager, Training General Manager and other manager level)
will be chosen at random from a list of all personnel in each different position/with each ditrsrent title and
will be given a test to measure their cognitive styles related to the traits of left brain 
- 
right brain dominant
tendencies. This research study will utilize the Alert Scale of Cognitive Style, which was developed by
Dr. Loren D Crane of Western Michigan University in 1989. This test has been subsequently *"d in the
field of education and offers reliability and validity. NOTE: the results page attached will UOf be given
out to the participants. It is included for yonr information/files only. The results of the test will be
tabulated by the researcher. The results of each test will be correlated with the job furrction/tifle of the
participant/respondent to determine if there is a measurable relationship and asiociation between the fraits
of left or right brain dominant tendency and leader/manager title/ job positions and current function It is
my hypothesis that there would be a relationship and tendency for occupants in leadership positions to
score in ways suggesting a right brain cognitive style and that occupants in management positions would
score in ways suggesting left brain cognitive style.
+
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15. Suhjeet Population (Please note rll items: a-d)
a Number: Male: TBD Female: TBD Total: 30
b. Age Range: Adults 2l yrs.and older
c. Location of Subjects:
(Check all that apply)
elementary / secondary schools
outpatients
hospitals and clinics
college students
other special institutions: specifu:
Family service agencies/social service agencies
_X_ other: speciff: Applebee's lntemafional
d. Special Characteristics:
(Check all that apply)
children
inpatients
prisons/halfi ,oay hous es
patient conhols
X adult volunteers
f.
e. If research is conducted oflf-camFus, unitten documentation of approvaUcooperation from that
outside agency (school, clinic, etc.) should accompany this application. Be sure all levels with this
authority within the agency/organization have grven approval.
Organizations: Applebee'slnternational
Name and title of organization representative: John Mallon 
- 
Region Vice President; Al Whalen *
Human Resornce Director.
oral approval has been given* we are awaiting final rariuen approval.
Describe how subjects will b€ ide,ntified or recruited. Attach recnritnent information, i.e.,
advertisements, bulletin board notices, recruitment letters, etc.
Subjects will be recruited through a pre-selection pnooe$s with the sssistflnce of the
HR/Training departments in either/both business,
g. If subjects are chosen from records, indicate who gave approval for the use of the records. If these
are private medical recording agency records, or student records, provide the protocol for secgring
cotrsent of the subjects ofthe records and approval from the custodian ofthe records. N/A.
t.
Subiects/participants wiII NOT be given any inducements or rewnrds for participetion in
this study,
h. Who will make the initial contact with the subject? Describe how contact is made. If recruitnent is
verbal, provide the specific script to be used.
Contact will be mrde at a general meeting of all mrnsgers and an internal corporate email
which will include the consent form and the test for all leaders. Both forms wiU ne printed out,
filled out and returned directly to me by the leader. AII repHes will be anonymous
t$Vill subjects receive inducements before, or rewards after the study? If yes, explain how and
urhen they will be distributed.
30
J If subjects are school childreq and class time i-q used to collect dat4 describe in detail the activity
planned for non-participants. Who will supervise those children? (This information should be
included in the consent form.) N/A
Risks to participation: (check all that apply)
use ofprivate records (medical, agency or educational records);
possible invasion ofprivacy of subject or family;
manipulation ofpsychological or social variables such as sensory deprivatiotr,
social isolation, psychological stresses;
any probing for personal or sensitive information in surveys or interviews;
use of deception as part of experimental protocol; the protocol must include a
"debriefing procedure" which will be followed upon completion of the rtody,
or withdrawal of the subjects. Provide this protocol for IRB review;
-X_-presentation 
of materials which subjects might consider offensive, threatening, or
degrading; (managers in a meeting setting might consider that non-
participation is a threet to their job/employment status)
_X- other risls: speciff: lack of anonymity if consent form is attached to survey
16.
and/or test.
17.
18.
Describe the precautions taken to minimize risks:
I wiII have fl reprcscntative from HR/fraining rt the meeting/in the room to reassure all
participants that this is a voluntary study and they are under no risk to their
job/employment strtus if they do/do not participate, It will also be relnforced thrt this is an
snonymous study and no nflmes will be provided/used on the test device. The test will he
handed out with time for the respondents to complete. The respondents will be asked to
keep their consent form separrte end hand it in or mail it back separately. A box will be
placed at the exit so that those who want to volunteer to participtte can drop their
tesUsuruey in the box anonymously. If a suruey and/or test is received with a consent form
attached this set of information will be pulled out and destroyed OR the consent form will be
dettched from the survey and test and the survey rnd test will be rerhuflled with other
sumeys/tests.
Benefits to participation :
List any anticipated direct bsnefits (money, or other incentives) to participation in this research
project. If none, state that fact here gul! in the consent form. Also, list indirect benefits to
participation (e.9., improved programs or policies; contibrrtion to knowledge)
There will be no direct benefrt for perticipation is this research project There will be an
indirect benelit for participrtion through e contribution to knowledge.
Describe provisions made to maintain confldentirlity of data:
A. How will you disseminate results or findings? Who will receive copies ofresults and in
what form?
Results of this reseerch study will be disseminated in totat in my Plan B final psper only,
Copies of the totaUcomplete results will be offered/made aveilable to the HR/frairring
departments if requested but individual results wiII be rtronymous and not provided on an
individual basis ( in return for allowing me to survey leaders and msnagers within eech/both
companies).
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19.
20.
B. Where will the raw data be kep and for how long? (Federal IRB guidelines suggest all data
have to be kept a minimum of three years.)
Rnw dstfl wiil be kept by myself in my personal/home office for a period of three years.
Give the date for destrrction of raw data. If raw data are retaine{ give date when identifiers wilt
be removed.
AII raw data will be destroyed completely at the eud of the three year period. The research
will be done anonymously (except by title designation) so no idenffiers will be uscd in the
meuf,gsment part of the study and the title of the leader prrticipants will be deleted upon
compilation of the data.
(If tape recordings or videotapes are created explain who will have access and how long
the tapes will be retained.) 
- 
N/A
C, What security provisions will be used? Who will have access to the collected data? If tapes wilt
be transcribed by someone other than the researcher, how will confidentiallty be assured?
Due to the limited number of participants in the research, I will compile the collected data"
My Adviser, Garry Hescer and I are the only ones that witl have access to raw detn.
compilrtion of results will be published in my Plan B mrsters paper.
D. Will data identifu"g the subjects be made available to anyone other than the principal
investigator, o.9,, school officials, etc.?
_X_ No _Yes If yes, explain below and in the consent form.
E. will the data be part of the subjecfs chart or other permanent record?
_X_No _Yes If yes, explain.
Informed consent proc€ss: Prepare and attach a consent form or a consent lettrr:
A consent form is required for research involving rislq and for research where permanent record of
results are retained (including videotapes). Signatrrres of subject (and parent) are required.
A consent statement or letter to participan(s) may be used in surveys but does not require the
signature ofthe subject. Provide text of corsent stateme,nts read to study subjects, distibuted to
participants prior to interviews or used as a cover sheet for a vritten survey.
Copy of consent letter that will be used as a cover sheet for the written test is attrched.
Consenting Proeess:
A. Describe what will b€ said to the subjects to explain the research.
The subiects wiII hc told thst I am in the proceffi of completing the Masters of Art in
Leadership graduate program at Augsburg College in Minneflpolis. In order to finish the
program and graduate this spring I hrve to complete a PIan B, IarEe final psper (similar to a
thesis). The prper will be bcsed on a reseflrch study that correlatei if there is 
"oyrelrtionship bctween right brain 
- 
teft brain dominrnt tendencies and people in the positions
of lesdership and mtnagement Each peruon is being asked to YOLUNTARILy and
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ANONYMOUSLY perticipate in this study. The study is anonymous $o the participant will
not provide their name or atry other personal informetion except to conlirm their
title/porition in the company (General Manager, Training General Manager, Area Directoro
Director, Vice President, other leadership tifle). The subjects will be asked to slgn the
consent form and hand in/mdl form in seperately from the sumey/test
B. Wh,at specific questions will be asked to assess the participant's understanding?
Do you underotand that this is a voluntary tesUstudy md that you do not hsve to participate
if you do not want to participate?
Ilo you understand that you fls a participant will remain anonymous rnd you should no! put
your ntme/re$taurant numher or any other specific information other than your current
title on the suruey?
Do you understand thet this information is for my us€ only and will be published as a
compilation of aII surveys in my Phn B finrl paper aud it will not be available anl'rryhere
else?
Do you understand that all individual tests/information will be destroyed in three yeers
(which is the minimum time that this information must be kept).
Do you understand thet there is no direct benefrt (such a$ compensation) for participetion in
this study?
C. In relation to the actual data-gathering when will consent be obtained?
Individual consent wiII be obtrined at the time of the test rnd providd prior to the erecution
of the test, The consent forms wilt be collected separate from the actual test collection in
order to maintain unonymity.
D. Wil the investigator(s) be securing atl ofthe informed conse,nt? 
_X_ Yes _No If no,
rutme the specific individuals who will obtain informed consent.
E. The investigator should not use a home phone number in communications with subjects. A
mobile, office, or departmental phone nrlnber may be used. (The IRB does need a home phone
number on page I of this application fonu for its use.)
Since I am conducting this tesUsurvey/research in a work setting I witl provide my home
oflice and mobile phone numbers only, Irome phone number wilt NoT be
usedfcommunicsted to the participants.
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Stu4v of The Bel4tionshin SetEeen the T,.raits Associat$d with
the Cpqqitive $tvles ofJ"eft B{+in/Risht,,Frain l}ominanl
Tendencies and,Bole as Leaders4,qadership and
M a n a s e rs/IV,I ? 4.a ge m.9 p t
Demographic & Role Function Survey
Please completely fill out the following survey information. Do not include your
name or work location in order to maintain anonymify of this survey.
1. Joh Title/Bunction: (Please circle/designate one)
GM TGM
President/Above
AD Director Executive Director Vice
Other (please lisUexplain) :
2. Duratiotr on the job: (Please circle or designate the number of yeflr$ that you
have been in this specific position):
Less than one year 1-3 years 3-5 years More than 5 years
3. Gender: Male Female
4. Age:
or oider
19 or under 20 
-29 30 - 39 40 - 49 s0 - sg 60
5. Education: HS Some College Bachelor degree Graduate degree
After you have completed the question$ on this page, please turn the page and
complete the Alert scale of Cognitive Styte on the next page,
Please return this suruey and your completed research test upon completion. Thank
you for your participation in this research study.
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